Architecture-Driven Assurance

Rockwell Collins, University of Minnesota, Galois, Data61
• Comprehensive use of formal methods throughout the development process is needed
to ensure that vulnerabilities are eliminated from critical military assets.
• Integrated tools for architectural modeling, analysis, and synthesis make this approach
practical and effective.
System Architecture
modeled in AADL
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Architecture Analysis
and Design Language
Assume-Guarantee Reasoning Environment (AGREE)

Architecture model is
correct
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Compositional reasoning about system behavior based on formal
contracts added to AADL model elements

Assume: MPA = “The STANAG message from the
authentication component has valid data.”
Guarantee: MPG = “If the camera moves, then the LOI is 3.”

WesCam VSM

STANAG Thread

Guarantee: STG = “STANAG message
commands are correctly translated
to camera commands.”
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Logic and tool for generating assurance cases from structure of
AADL model and claims added to model

Unmanned Little Bird

LOI Manager

Guarantee: WVG = “If no message is received,
the camera state remains the same.”

Software components
are correct

Resolute

Assume: LMA = “The received message
has valid data.”
Guarantee: LMG = “Commands are not
forwarded to the camera unless LOI is 3.”

Camera Thread

Guarantee: CTG = “Move camera
if message is received.”

Component
contracts
checked for
consistency and
realizability

Ivory/Tower DSL

• Language prevents common C
errors
• Generates memory-safe code
• Embeds checks to detect
arithmetic/interface errors

HDG
CLEARED

[HDG_select]

SELECTED
en: HDG_selected = true
ex: HDG_selected = false

[HDG_clear] {send(activate, ROLL)}
deactivate

NAV

AGREE contracts exported to
component development
environments (e.g., Simulink)
for verification

Autopilot Code
*.c, *.h

CLEARED

[NAV_select]

SELECTED
en: NAV_selected = true
ex: NAV_selected = false

ARMED

deactivate

CLEARED

[LAPPR_select]
[LAPPR_clear] {

SELECTED
en: LAPPR_selected = true
ex: LAPPR_selected = false
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ARMED

[LAPPR_capture]

send (activate , ROLL)}
deactivate

ACTIVE
en: LAPPR_active = true
send ( deactivate , ROLL)
send ( deactivate , HDG)
send ( deactivate , NAV)
send ( deactivate , GA)
ex: LAPPR_active = false

GA
CLEARED

[GA_select]
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SELECTED
en: GA_selected = true
ex: GA_selected = false

[GA_clear] {send(activate, ROLL)}
deactivate

System does what the
model says
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• Secure kernel guarantees isolation between components.
• No information flows other than those explicitly defined in
the architecture.
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ACTIVE
en: NAV_active = true
send(deactivate , ROLL)
send(deactivate , HDG)
send(deactivate , LAPPR)
send(deactivate , GA)
ex: NAV_active = false

[NAV_capture]

[NAV_clear] { send (activate , ROLL)}

LAPPR
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ACTIVE
en: HDG_active = true
send(deactivate , ROLL)
send(deactivate , NAV)
send(deactivate , LAPPR)
send(deactivate , GA)
ex: HDG_active = false

ACTIVE
en: GA_active = true
send(deactivate , ROLL)
send(deactivate , HDG)
send(deactivate , NAV)
send(deactivate , LAPPR)
ex: GA_active = false

Formally verified from
specification to binary


Trusted Build
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Software implementation
corresponds to model









Automatically generates implementation code from architecture
model, component specifications, and kernel/OS build system

CAmkES



Build tool for seL4 systems


00011011001101010100101011001101000100101010101
00010110111111101001010101010100100000000001010
10111010111101010101011011101101100011111100101
01010101001010100101000010101010101100111010101
00001011110100001011010101010101010010010101010
10101010101101000000100000000001010101010010110
10101110100101010010101010101001010011010011010

Linux
VxWorks
eChronos

Build for other
OS/RTOS but
with reduced
assurance

Open source tools and
models available at
Loonwerks.com

www.darpa.mil
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